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T he hottest group to drop out of Gary,IN since Joe Jacksons fab five its "DRAMATIZED"With their debut

album "The Dramatizm". Seven years in the making good has finally come to those who awaited their

release. 11 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: If you sleep,

you might miss it,so keep your eyes open and focused on one of Gary,Indiana's hot new up and coming

rap groups, "Dramatized". Dramatized is blazing the rap game with their first EP entitled "The

Dramatizm". Four African American males make up the group Dramatized;Craft,V-luv,E-Pheze,and Rees

Dogg. All of which are high school graduates and two of the members, Craft and V-luv went a step further

and received an Associates Degree. Craft is the newest member added to the Dramatized family,in the

ladder part of 2002. Prior to joining Dramatized, Craft whose former name was Misfit was apart of the

Gatekeeper Project and the Ujimar Camp. The group as well as the name of the group was founded in

1998 by three of the group's four members. they mixed their diverse backgrounds along with incredible

talent and different personas' and figured that since they had been subjected to different types of

adversity that Dramatized would be a good name, having been through so much. Not only are they

talented, but they are intelligent also. They don't consider themselves to be gangster rappers because

they feel there's much more to talk about other than drugs, violence, and disrespecting women but they

still manage to keep it real. Dramatized has done some promotions with various artist, such as opening

for The Isley Brothers, Case and Jesse Powell at the Independence Day Celebration in Gary,IN. In

addition to opening for artist in their home town, they have also traveled to Fort Wayne,where the group

opened for Juvenile. The group has taken trips to Los Angeles to spread the Dramatized flavor and

consult with Omar Shakur,uncle of late and great Tupac Shakur. Aside from being blessed with a musical

ability, they also have acting ability. V-luv and Rees Dogg were also extras in "ALI", starring Will Smith
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and sat down with Peter Jennings for an interview entitled"In Search of America". These guys are eager

and ready for success! So be on the look out for the hottest group out of Gary since The Jackson 5.

Dramatized is GOD'S GIFT TO Gary,Indiana's UNDERGROUND. Showem Out the Club, is blazing the

air waves on Gary's hip-hop station,88.7fm. Don't just take our word for it ,check it out at CD Depot,Mic

Check,Hook Up Records, and Turn it Up Records or just log onto there website at

cdbaby.com/dramatized for an exclusive listening sample or to order.
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